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Introduction

The largest infrastructure projects in Kyiv during the
recent years is the Postal Square reconstruction
(Figure 1). The following problems were addressed:
ensuring the reliable subway line operation; strength
and reliability of structures under construction;
preservation of the territory original hydrogeological
regime; other issues.

Figure 1 Architectural model of the post-reconstructed
Postal Square.
The site of the designed underground structure
construction is adjacent to the subway tunnel’s
location area. The distance from the pit enclosure
wall axis is about 16-18 m to the nearest tunnel
boundary and 28 m to a more remote tunnel. Based
on the results of drilling operations and soils
laboratory studies within the explored depth, seven
engineering-geological elements were identified
(from top to bottom): 1) fill soil consisting of clay,
sometimes loam with pockets and layers of sand and
sandy loams, with construction debris content up to
20%, in some areas ‒ up to 35%, the hard and semi-
hard consistency and layer thickness from 3.2 to 5.5
m; 2) clay, mainly light dusty, brown, brown-gray,
bluish-gray or dark gray, having the hard and semi-
hard consistency and layer thickness from 1.6 to 5.5
m; 3) loam, mainly heavy dusty, greenish-gray,
bluish-gray or dark gray, with layers and lenses of
sand or sandy loams, semi-hard consistency, layer
thickness from 1.6 to 5.5 m; 4) dust sand, sometimes
fine, gray with a greenish tinge or dark gray, with
medium density and saturated with water, occurs in
the form of layers and lenses of the low thickness of
0.9 m on average; 5) dusty sand, fine in some places,
yellowish-gray with a greenish tinge; a large number
of layers and lenses of sandy loams and loams;
medium density; saturated with water; the open layer
has the thickness from 3.3 to 10.2 m; 6) light dusty
"Kyiv marl" clay or sometimes heavy dusty loam,
light greenish-gray, hard and semi-hard consistency,
the average thickness of 10.1 m is sustained; 7) fine
sand, sometimes dusty, dark greenish-gray;
glauconitic; hydro micaceous; with very rare layers of
sand; medium density; saturated with water; the
average thickness of 13.3 m. The issues of
mathematical and experimental modelling of soil
mechanics, reconstruction, residual service life of the
buildings is the subject of attention for many
scientists from all over the world.

The determination of the pit
construction second stage impact on the
subway tunnels

The site of the designed underground structure
construction is adjacent to the subway tunnels
location area. The distance from the pit enclosure
wall axis is about 16-18 m to the nearest tunnel
boundary and 28 m to a more remote tunnel. To
determine the degree of influence of the pit
enclosure arrangement for the new multifunctional
facility on the subway tunnels structures, including
the impact of soil excavation from the pit, two tasks
are solved. The first task is to determine the pit
enclosure structures deformations during
excavation. The problem is solved based on the
proposed spatial model of the enclosure system. The
second problem envisages the determination of the
nature of the deformation’s distribution in the soil
mass outside the pit enclosure with an allowance for
the subway tunnels inclusion in this mass.

The problem is solved using a plane calculation
model. In the plane design scheme, the
displacements obtained in the result of the first
problem solving are used as a load caused by the
pit enclosure structures deformations influence on
the soil mass. The distribution of deformations
arising in the soil mass because of the installation
of the pit enclosure and soil excavation from the pit
shows that directly in the contour of the nearby
tunnel structure the following nodes displacements
are received: - horizontal displacements towards
the pit are 5.5 mm in the upper part of the tunnel
section and 2.9 mm in its lower part; - vertical
displacements are 5.3 in the upper part of the
tunnel section and 3.6 mm in its lower part. In the
structure contour on the opposite side of the tunnel,
the nodes displacements are as follows: the
horizontal displacements towards the pit are 0.45
mm in the upper part of the tunnel cross-section
and 1.3 mm at the bottom; the vertical
displacements are 4.2 mm in the upper part of the
tunnel cross-section and 3.4 mm in the lower part.
It follows from the analysis of the results of
calculations based on the plane calculation model
of the soil mass in the subway tunnel’s location
areas that in the areas directly adjacent to the
tunnels structures the mass deformations are
insignificant. It should be noted that the plane
design model of the soil mass does not consider the
spatial work of tunnels structures, which with their
rigidity in the longitudinal direction will resist the
soil mass deformations. Thus, the technical solution
adopted in the project for the pit enclosure will not
cause the tunnels structures deformations when soil
is excavated from the pit.

Assessment of the groundwater level
changes resulting from the pit enclosure
arrangement at the construction second
stage

To assess the groundwater level changes after the
pile foundations arrangement for the designed
building, the geotechnical model of a soil mass area
was built based on the result of the engineering
geological and hydrogeological surveys before and
after installing one row of piles along the A1 axis.
The initial data for the calculations include the
filtration coefficients of engineering and geological
elements that constitute the soil mass to the
explored depth. The calculation model, split into
IGE and divided into finite elements, is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 Calculation model of a soil mass for calculating
the groundwater level change.

The following results are obtained by the
calculations performed according to the calculation
model described above. In the place of the future
pit enclosure structures installation, the
groundwater level absolute elevation before
arranging one row of bored cast-in-place piles
along the A1 axis is 96.700 m.

The total head value and the depression curve of the
soil mass area after installing one row of bored cast-
in-place piles along the A1 axis are shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3 The total head value and soil mass
depression curve after installing one row of bored
cast-in-place piles along the А1 axis.

The absolute elevation of the groundwater level in
front of the pit enclosure structures, after their
installation, is 99.800 m. It follows from Fig. 9 that
installing one row of the pit enclosure secant piles for
the construction of underground space without
drainage system (vertical and horizontal) will raise
the groundwater level in front of these structures by
3.1 m. Such a rise in groundwater level will lead to
the complete soaking of the soil mass around the sub-
way tunnels with the subsequent change of physical
and mechanical characteristics of soils constituting it.
This will lead to the subway tunnels additional
deformations. To avoid the groundwater level raising
after the pit enclosure structures construction, the
vertical and horizontal drainage installation for the
underground space of the second stage of
construction was envisaged.

Conclusions

1. Advanced methods are used for the new building’s
construction and existing one’s protection; the pit
enclosures are made of secant and bored cast-in-place
piles with the use of protective screens with small
diameter piles and bentonite solutions; the
groundwater level stabilization is achieved by a
temporary vertical drainage with mechanical and
permanent bed draining; to ensure the stability and
minimal deformation of the pit enclosure during soil
excavation, spacer structures are used.

2. Monitoring of the subway tunnels deformations is
carried out by means of inclinometers; monitoring of
the groundwater level is performed using piezometer
wells; observation over surrounding structures is
performed by instrumental geodetic methods.

3. Monitoring of subway tunnels and surrounding
buildings deformations and groundwaters level
during construction showed the values that are within
the limits allowed by building codes of Ukraine.
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